
 

AUTOMATIC GATES WHY DO WE NEED MORE 

SAFETY? 

 

Why does our gate system need more safety? A fact that will not go away. Having learnt, 

or been told of new areas of consideration after yet another safety notice or alert, the 

subject of improving the safe use of any system has to be reviewed. Owners have a legal 

obligation to ensure their property is safe in use and remains so. We have a legal duty to 

inform and inspect, with a moral obligation to source the latest solutions where able. 

 

   
 

New products and features are being introduced into the market on a regular basis, 

requiring reassessment of all installations accordingly. 

 

Systems, their owners or users, environments and levels of use are all liable to change, all 

of which can have implications for safety, giving rise to alternative, or additional safety 

modifications, upgrades and improvements. 

 

Even a particular engineer may have a concern or see an issue that the previous engineer 

may have missed or was not apparent, or relevant at the time of their visit. 

 

Compliant control boards with current safety features and reactive performance, have 

only been available since 2010. This means that for compliance, most operator changes 

also require a new controller and if this is needed, a number of other items need to be 

considered in an attempt to justify the overall investment best made. 

 

   
 



Is the rest of my system worth it and how long is it going to last? A good question and 

one all owners should consider! In most locations, with a well designed and installed 

system, using good quality products and skilled engineering, a reasonable or better life 

expectancy of 15 to 20+ years with affordable routine servicing should be achievable. 

 

Values of complete installations vary dramatically, but the lower cost solutions are often 

an illusion and cost far more that first suggested, having to be regularly repaired and 

replaced well within the target life expectancy period shown above. 

 

  
 

This all sounds like a money making scam? Interesting point-of-view. The easiest way 

to rip people off is with the lower price and a cheap design that is often un-serviceable. 

 

As most customers have little if any knowledge of all the many options available, they 

become a target encouraged by the financial savings a minimal design or build has to 

offer. 

 

For lots of people, being locked in or out of your own home, or causing injury to a 

neighbour’s child, really only becomes a true concern when it happens! 

 

 

Gate safety call after deaths in Bridgend, Manchester following the Wales tragedy 2010 
 

 
 

Every day wise people add to the safe operational use of their powered gate installation. 
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